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APPENDIX
Activation Calculations for
Trapped Protons below 200 MeV
The following tables give the results of the activation calculations
performed with the program PTRAP4. The computer printouts give
the reaction, the reactant product, the proton reaction cross sections
as a function of energy, the total activation in the sample, the
activation as a function of the energy of the Incident protons, and the
activation as a function of distance into the sample from the exposed
surface. The "reaction" refers to the emitted particle such as N refers
to (p,n), 4N refers to (p,4n), etc. The product Is the radioactive
nucleus produced in the reaction and may be abbreviated In some
cases such that Sn13 would mean Sn-113. The reaction cross
sections are then given in the format of energy In MeV followed by
the cross section in mtllibarns. Following the total activation In
nuclei per day Is the partial activation as a function of energy, the
fraction of total activation In that energy region, and the Interpolated
flux of protons In that energy region. Finally, the activation as a
function of distance Into the sample ts given. Each page is Identified
with a notation such _ A1 I-1 where AI indicates the target element
Aluminum(TR stands for stainless steel trunnion sections)
and I the type of Incident protons(normal or omnidirectional) and
covering material. The Incident proton covering material Index is as
follows:
I-- Normal incidence with 2.57 g/sq. cm. aluminum covering
II- Uniform Incidence with 2.57 g/sq. cm. aluminum covering
III-Normal incidence with no covering material
IV- Uniform angular distribution of incident protons with no
covering material
However, aluminum and Iron has been calculated with 5 grams/cm2
covering material.
SHUN PTRAP4
ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE BEING USED
PALD
THE TARGETIS AL
TM,C,ANDA ARE 26,960 184,000





MEV MHS MEV MHS MEV MRS MEV
lO,O0 6t0,00 17,00 890,00 30,00 700,00 35.00
50.00 _00.00I00,00425.00225,00 400,00340.00






















MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MRS
20,001611,00 25.001617,00 30,001649.00 35.001703,00 40,001740,00
50,001748.00 60,001776,00100.00166Z,00225,001600,00340.001626.00
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271GM/CM$:2 WIDTH 5,080CM LENGTH 5.090CM
INITIALTHETA 0.0 FINALTHETA 0,0 INCREMENTII,0
INITIALPHI 0.0 FINALPHI 0,0 INCREMENT 1.0
200,00 5,00 5,00 0.100 3
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 3
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATAPOINTS IS 15
MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMZDAY MEV
1,0 _Ii010.0 1,5 129570.0 2.0 {20000.0 2,5 120000,0 3.0
3,7 113180,0 4.5 113430,0 6.0 108220.0 i0,0 86539,0 15.0
30,0 43843,0 50.0 36390,0 i00.0 25811.0200,0 10794,0 300,0
THE NUMBEROF GROSSSECTIONDATA POINTSIS 31
REACTION P,3PN PRODUCT 24-NA Q-VALUE: 23.71 MEV
MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MBSMRV
44.10 2 80 46.40
65.30 II O0 70.30
97,00 11 O0 I07,00
140.00 10 50 148,00
172.00 9 82 178,00
199,00 9 46 250,00
6,10 50,40 8,60 54
Ii.i0 75,00 10.90 79
10,80 115.00 10,60124
10,30 154,00 9,97 161
9,73 184.00 9.64 189






































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS
REACTION P,3P3N PRODUCT 22-NA
MEV MBS MEV MBS M2V MBS MEV
29.70 2.40 37.40 34.20 44.10 46.80 45.00
60,00 27,00 80,00 21.20 100,00 18,70 120,00
200,00 15.00 250,00 15,50335.00 13.60


















































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0,I144E+06
TEE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATAPOINTS
REACTION P,IOPSN PRODUCT 7-BE
MEV MBS MEV NBS MEV MB8 MEV
50,00 0,30 150.00 1,0O 400.00 3.40600.00





































































































































































































































































































ChargedCPU time: 0 00:00:01,79
Peak workingset size: 422








ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE BEING USED
PALD
THE TARGET IS AL
TM,C,ANDA ARE 26,980 184.000
N M: 2 NMC: 3
MUM: I0 COVEIINO ALUMMATERIALISTHE
TC,CC,AND AC ARE 27,000 184,000
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 5,00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSFOR COVERING
MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV
10.00 610,00 17,00 690.00 30,00 700,00 35.00
60,00500,00 100,00425,00225,00400.00340,00









MEV MRS MEV MB8 MEV MBS MRV MBS MHV MBS
20,001611,00 25,001617,00 30.001649 O0 35.001703,RR 40,001740,0050,001748,00 60 001776,00 100,001662100 225.001600 uv 340,001626 O0
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271 GM/CM,,2 WIDTH 5,080CM LENGTH 5.080 OH
INITIALTHETA 0,0 FINAL THETA 89,0 INCREMENTIi,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINALPHI 0.0 INCREMENT 1,0
200.00 5,00 5,00 0,100 3
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 3
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATAPOINTS IS 15
MEV P/SQCMIDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY
1.0 211010.0 1.5 129510.0 2,0 120000,0 2,5 120000,0 3,0 113220,0
P,3PN PRODUCT 24-NA
MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS
2,80 46.40 6,]0 50.40 8
11,00 70.30 11.i0 75,00 10
11,00 107,00 I0,80 115,00 i0
10,50 148,00 10.30 154.00 9
9,_2 178.00 9,73 184,00 9






60 54,60 10 40
90 79,00 12 i0
60 124,00 10 70
97 161.00 9 92
64 199,00 9 56
30 400.00 lO 50
3.7 113180.0 4,5 113430.0 6.0 106220.0 10,0
30.0 43843.0 50,0 36390.0 100,0 25811.0 200,0









































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS58 13
R)ACT[OR P,3P3N PRODUCT 22-NA Q-VALUE: 20,18
MEV MBS MEV MBS MHV MB8 MEV MBS MRV MBS
29,70 2,40 37.40 34.20 (4.10 46,80 45,00 48,00 50,00 38.50
60,00 27,00 80.00 21.20 I00,00 18.10120,00 11,30 180,00 15.80
200.00 15.00250.00 |5,50335,00 13,60













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ChargedCPU time: 0 00:00:12.08
eak workin_set size: 480







ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE BEING USED
PALD
THE TARGET IS AL
TH,C,ANDk ARE 26,980 184,000 5,200
NCM: 10 NQM: Z NMC:
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TO,CO.AND AC ARE 27,000 184,000 5,200
THIOENESSOF COVERINOMATERIAL 0,00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSFOR COVERING
MBV MRS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MB_
I0,00 610,00 17,00 690,00 30,00 700,00 35,00 660,00
60.00 500,00I00,00425,00225,00400.00340.00402.00
NO COVERINOMATERIAL
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS
20,001611,00 25,001617,00 30,001649,00 35,001703,00
50,001748,00 80,001776,00100,00!662.00225.001800,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271GM/CM_I2 WIDTH 5.080CM
INITIALTHRTA 0,0 FINAL THETA 0,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINAL PHI 0.0
200,00 5,00 5,00 0,i00 3
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 3


















MEV P/SQCMSDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV F/SQGMtDAY MEV P/SQCHIDAY MEV P/SQCMIDAY
1,0 211010,0 1,5 129570,0 2,0 120000,0 2,5 120000,0 3,0 113220,0
3,7 113180,0 4,5 113430,0 6.0 108220,0 I0,0 86539,0 15,0 59873,0
30,0 43843.0 50,0 36390,0I00,0 25811,0200.0 10794,0300,0 4017,6
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTHIS 31
REACTION P,3PN PRODUCT 24-NA Q-VALUE: 23,71MEV
NBS MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MRSMRS MEV
0,80 44,10 2,80 46,40 6.10 50,40 8,60 54,60
11,20 65,30 ii,00 70,30 Ii,I0 75,00 10,90 79,00
11,40 97,00 II,00 107,00 10,80 115,00 10,60 124,00
I0,60 140,00 10.50 148,00 10,30 154,00 9.97 161,00
9,96 172,00 9,82 178,00 9,73 184,00 9,64 189,00
9.58 199.00 9.46 250,00 10.60 335,00 11,30 400,00
I0,00
























































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0.77028+05
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINT_18 13
REACTION P,3P3N PRODUCT 22-NA Q-VALUE: 20.18 MEV
MBS MSV MRS MEV MRS MEV HBS MEV MRS
2,40 37.40 34,20 44,10 46.80 45,00 48.00 50.00 36.50
27.00 80,00 21,20 I00.00 18,70 120.00 17,30 180,00 15_80
15,00 250,00 15,50335,00 13,60
THE TOTAL ACTIVATIONIS 0,1801E+06NUCLEI/DAY
PROTON PARTIAL FRACTIONAL PROTON
ENSROY ACTIVATION ACTIVATION FLUX
NEV NUCLEIPER DAY PROTONS/DAYtCM(_2


























































































































































































































































































0,30 150,00 1,00 400,00 3,40 600,00 4,90




































































































































































































































































































ChargedCPU time: 0 00:00:01,78
Peak workinKset size: 462





ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE BEING USED
PALD
THE TARGETIS AL
TM,C,ANDA ARE 26,980 184.000 5.200
NCM: i0 NQM: 2 NMC: 3
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TC.CC,AND AC ARE 21,000 184,000 5,200
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 0.00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSFOR COVERINO
MEV YES MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MRS





THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MH8 MEV MHH MEV MBS
gO,O01611,OO 25,001617,00 30,001649,00 35.001703,00 40,001740,00
50,001748,00 60.001776.00 i00.001662.00 225,001600,00 340.001626,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271OM/CMZt2 WIDTH 5,0800M LENGTH 5,080CM
INITIALTHETA 0,0 FINALTHRTA 89,0 INCREMENTII,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINAL PHI 0,0 INCREMENT 1,0
ZO0,O0 5,00 5,00 0,100 3
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 3
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATA POINTS IS 15
MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY
1,0 211010,0 1.5 129570,0 2.0 120000.0 2,5 120000,0 3.0 113220,0
3,7 113180.0 4.5 113430.0 6,0 108220.0 10,0 86539,0 15,0 59873,0




0.80 44 I0 Z,80
11,20 65 30 Ii.00
11,40 97 O0 II,00
10,60 140 O0 10.50
9,96 172 O0 9,82



























































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATAPOINTS IS 13
REACTION P,3P3N PRODUCT 32-NA Q-VALUE: 30.18
MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MBS
2,40 31,40 34,30 44,10 48,80 45,00 4H,00 50,00 38.50
37,00 80,00 31.30 100.00 18.70 130,00 17.30 180,00 15.80
t5.00 250.00 15.50 335,00 13,80











































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ= 0.15642+06
THE NUMBEROF CROSS
REACTION P,10PBN
MEV NBS MEV MB8




























SECTIONDATA POINTS IS 4
PRODUCT 7-BE Q-VALUE: 40.00









































































































































































































































































































































ChargedCPU time: 0 00:00:i0.84
Peak workin_ set si_e: 482










TM,C,ANDAARE 47,900 14,000 8,300
NCM:1O NQM:2 NMC:3
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TC,CC,AND AC ARE 27,000 184,000 5,400
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 5,00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSFOR COVERING
MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS
10,00610,00 11,00 690,00 30,00 700.00 35,00660100 40,00 650,00
60.00 500.00i00,004Z5.00225,00400,00340,00402,00460,00422.00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MRS MEV MBS NBV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS
20,001611,00 25,001817,00 30,001649,00 35,001703,00 40,001740,00
50,001748,00 60,001778,00100,001882,00225,001800,00340,001828,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271 GM/CMXX2 WIDTH 5.080CM LENGTH 5,080 CM
INITIALTHETA 0,0 FINAL THETA O0, INCREMENTIi,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINAL PHI 0,0 INCREMENT 1.0
200,00 5,00 5.000,I00 6
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 6
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATA POINTSIS 15
MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCM:DAY
1,0 211010,0 1.5 129570,0 2,0 120000,0 2,5 120000,0 3.0 113220,0
3,7 113 80,0 4,5 113430,0 8,0 108220,0 I0,0 86539,0 15,0 59873,0
30,0 43843.0 50.0 36390,0I00,0 25811,0200,0 10794,0300.0 4017.6
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 48
REACTION PRODUCT V48 Q-VALUE: 4.80 MEV
MEV
4,80
13,30 389 00 15,92359
20,58 86 90 22,25 69
27,78 38 80 28,16 38
33.58 31 40 35,41 29
42,63 21 80 44,76 19
109,40 5,83 117,90 5
150,10 4,05 156,00 3
173,70 3,28 179,30 3
200,70 2,36
00 16,42 249.00 17,81 168,00 19
90 23,83 56,10 25,34 48.10 28
50 29,67 36,00 29,77 35,30 31
70 37,17 27.90 38.86 26.10 40
50 80,80 9,30 90,90 7.73 I00
31 126,40 4,95 134.60 4.63 142
63 162,00 3,54 187,30 3.13 188
08 184,90 2,94 190.30 2.87 195
MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MBS


















































































































































































































































































OF CEOS8 SECTIONDATA POINTS
ZP PRODUCT SC47
MHS MEV MBS MEV

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































16 42 0,98 17,81
23 83 6,10 25,34
29 87 15,00 29,77
37 17 15.30 38,86
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































REACTION4P2NMEV MBS MEV NBS










PRODUCT K43 Q-VALUE: 29.40
MEV MRS MXV MBS MEV MBS
38,88 0,14 40,78 0,27 42,63 0,46
























































































































































































































































Direct l/O count: 162
Page faults: 796
ChargedCPU time: 0 00:00:03,67
Peak working set size: 451








TM,C,ANDk ARE 47.900 14.000 8.300
NCM:I0 NQM:2 RMC:3THECOVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TC,CC,ANDACARE 27.000 184.000 6.400THICKNESSOFCOVERINGMATERIAL5.00
THEINELASTICXSRCTIONSFORCOVERINGMEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MRS
lO,OO6IO,O017,00890,0030.00700.0035,00660,00 40,00650,00
60,00 500,00 I00 DO 425,00225,00400.00340 DO 402 OO 460 O0 422,00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MHS MEV MBS MEV MRS
20,001611.00 25,001817,00 30,001649,00 35,001703,00 40,001740,00
50,001748,00 60,001776,0O100,001882,00225,001600,00340,0O1626,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271 GM/CM_2 WIDTH 5,O80CM LENGTH 5,080 CM
INITIALTHETA 0,0 FINALTHRTA 89,0 INCREMENTII,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINALPHI 0,0 INCREMENT 1,0
200,00 5,DO 5,00 O.tOO 6
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 6
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATA POINTSIS 15
MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY
1,0 2110]O,O 1,5 129570,0 2,0 120000,0 2,5 120000,0 3,0 113220,0
3,7 113180,0 4,5 113430.0 8.0 108220,0 i0,0 86539.0 15,0 59873.0
30,0 43843,0 50,0 36390,0lOO,O 25811.0200,0 10794,0300,0 4017,6
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS IS 46
























































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF kZ: 0,3161E+05
THE NUMBEROF CROSS
REACTION 2P
MRV MHS MEV MBS


















































































MEV NHS MEV NBS HEV














































11.40 25,34 13.80 26,78 16,30
21.40 29.77 21,30 31,67 23,00
20.i0 38,86 19.40 40,78 18,80
21,30 90,90 20,80 I00,40 20,10
20,30 134.60 20,50 142,50 20,40
19,90 167.30 19.70 188.00 20.i0






























































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF C_SS SECTIONDATA
REACTION 2PN
MEV MBS MEV MBS'
13,30 1.26 15,92 1.16
20,58 4,76 22,25 6.00
27,78 10,10 28.18 10,40
33,58 27,30 35,41 36.80
42.63 64.20 44.76 66,i0
109,40 38,70 117,90 35,20
150,10 32,50 156,00 31,90







































MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV
16,42 2,14 17,81 3.16 19,13
23,83 7,40 25,34 8,40 26,78
29.67 12,40 29,77 12,50 31,67
37,17 46.10 38.86 54,10 40,78
80,80 44.00 90,90 40,30 100,40
126,40 34.70134,60 34,00 142,50
162,00 31,60 167,30 31,00 168.00

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SECTION DATA POINTS IS 22
PRODUCT SC43 Q-VALUE: 3.01
MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MR8
16,42 3,95 17,81 4.10 19,13 3.58
23,83 3,04 25,34 3,35 26,78 3,30
29,67 3.13 29,77 3,00 31.67 2.44




















































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATAPOINTS
REACTION 4P2R PRODUCT K43
MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MB8 MEV





























































































































































































































































































































































ENTER THE NAME OF TEE DATA FILE BEING USED
PTID
THETARGETIS TI
TM,C,ANDk ARE 47,900 14,000 8,300
NCM: I0 NQM= 2 NMC: 3
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TC,CC,AND AC ARE 27,000 184,000 5,400
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 0,00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSFOR COVERING
MEV MRS MEV MRS MHV MRS MEV MBS MRV MRS
lO,0O 610,00 17,00 690,00 30.00 700,00 35,00 660,00 40,00650,00
60,00 500,00100,0O425.00225.00400.00340,00402,00460,00422,00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MRV MRS MEV MBS NEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MBS
20,001611,00 25,001617,00 30,001649,00 35.001703,00 40,001740,00
50.001748.00 80,001776,00100.001882.00225,001800,00340,001626,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271 GM/OMtt2 WIDTH 5,0800M LENGTH 5,080CN
INITIALTHETA 0,0 FINAL THRTA 0,O INCREMENT11,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINALPHI 0.0 INCREMENT 1,0
200.00 5,00 5.00 O,100 6
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 6
THE NUMBEROF PROTON FLUX DATAPOINTS IS 15
MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY
1,0 211010,0 1.5 _29570,0 2,0 120000,0 2,5 120000.0 3.0 113220,0
3,7 113180,0 4.5 113430.0 8.0 108220.0 I0.0 86539,0 15.0 59873,0
30,0 43843,0 50.0 36390.0I00.0 25811.0200,0 10794.0300.0 4017,6
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATAPOINTS IS 46























5.23 23,00 5.54 118
16,42 249,00 17,81 168
23,83 56.10 25.34 48
29.67 38,00 29.77 35
37,17 27,90 38.86 26
80.80 9,30 90.90 7
128.40 4,95 134.60 4
182.00 3,54 167.30 3
















































































































































































































































































































































































5,85 22,25 8,66 23,83
18,10 28,16 18,70 29.67
22,50 35.41 21.20 37,17
18,40 44,76 18.10 80,80
23,30 117,90 20,10 126,40
20.40 156,00 20.20 162,00




















































































































































































































































I0 lO 28 16
27 30 35 41
64 20 44 78
36 70 117 90
32 50 158 O0









































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ= 0.1657E+06
THE NUMB2HOF CROSS
REACTION 2P3N
MEV MBS MEV MBS
























































25 2,67 23,83 6,10 25
16 12.90 29.67 15,00 29
41 16.70 37,17 15,30 38
76 II.70 80.80 20.30 90
90 13,90 126,40 13,40 134
O0 12.{0 162,00 11.70 167











































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBER OF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 22
REACTION 2P4N PRODUCT $043 Q-VALUE:
MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV
2,52 15,92 3,50 16,42 3,95 17.81 4,10 19,13
3,16 22,25 2,94 23,83 3,04 25,34 3,35 26.78
3,08 28,16 3.41 29,87 3,13 29,77 3.00 31,67
3,38 35,41 5,50 37.17 8,20 38,86 10,80 40.76
14,90 44.76 15.80




























































































































































































































































































MEV MRS MEV MRS










SECTIONDATA POINTS IH 6
PRODUCT K43 Q-VALUE: 29.40
MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS

































































































































































































































































































Char{edCPU time: 0 00:00:03.92
Peak workfngset size: 479





NTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE BEING USED
PTID
THE TARGETIS TI
TM,C,ANDk ARE 47,900 14.000 8,300





MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MBS
10.00610,00 17.00 690,00 30.00 700.00 35,00 880,00 40.00 850.00
60,00 500.0010O.00425.00225,00 400,00340.00402,00480,00422.00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
NEV MRS MEV MRS MRV MBS NEV MRS MEV MRS
20,001611,00 25,001817,00 30,001649,00 35,001703,00 40,001740,00
50,001748,00 80,001776,00i00,001862,00225,001600,00340,001826,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271GM/CM**2 WIDTH 5,080CM LENGTH 5.080CM
INITIALTHETA 0.0 FINAL THETA 89,0 INCREMENTII,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINAL PHI 0,0 INCREMENT 1.0
200,00 5,00 5.00 0,i00 8
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 6
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATAPOINTSIS 15
MEV P/SQCMZDAY MEV P/SQCN_DAY MEV P/SQCM*DAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY NEV P/SQCHZDAY
1,0 211010,0 1,5 129570.0 2,0 120000.0 2,5 120000.0 3.0 113220,0
3,7 113180,0 4,5 113430.0 8,0 I08220,0 i0,0 86539.0 15,0 59873,0
30.0 43843,0 50.0 38390,0i00,0 25811,0200,0 10794.0300.0 4017,6
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 46












MBS MEV MBS MEV MHS MEV
80 0.Ol 4.90 1.50 5.23 23,00 5.54
30 389,00 15,92 359,00 16.42 249,00 17,81
58 86,90 22.25 69.90 23,83 56,10 25.34
76 38,80 28,16 38.50 29,87 36,00 29.77
58 31,40 35.4i 29,70 37,17 27.90 38.86
83 21,60 44,76 19,50 80.80 9,30 90,90
40 5,83 117.90 5,4-i126,40 4,95 134.60
i0 4,05 158,00 3,63 162.00 3,54 167,30




































































































































































































































TOTAL OF kZ: 0,3257E+06
THE NUHBER OF CROSS
REACTION 2P
MEV MBS MEV MBS

















































































PRODUCT SC47 Q-VALUE= 11.40
MEV NBS MRV MES MEV MBS






































































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS
REACTIO# 2PN PRODUCT SC46
MRS MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV
1.28 15,92 1.76 18.42 2.14 17.81
4,76 22,25 6,00 23.83 7.40 25.34
I0,I0 28,16 I0,40 29.87 12,40 29,77
27.30 35,41 36,80 37,17 46,10 38,86
64.20 44,78 68.10 80,80 44.00 90,90
36,70 117,90 35,20 126,40 34.70 134,60
32,50 156,00 31,90 162,00 31.60 187,30






















































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATAPOINTS
REACTION 2P3N PRODUCT SC44H
MB8 MEV MBS MEV MB8 MEV
0,35 15,92 0,82 18.42 0.98 17.81
1,24 22,25 2,67 23,83 6,10 25,34
12.40 28,16 12,90 29,67 15,00 29,77
17,00 35,41 16,70 37,17 15,30 38,86
12.20 44,78 11.70 80,80 20,30 90,90
14,90117.90 13,90 126,40 13,40 134,60





































































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS
REACTION 2P4N PRODUCT 8C43
MB8 MEV MR8 MEV MB8 HBV
2.52 15.92 3.50 16,42 3.95 17,81
3,16 22,25 2,94 23,83 3,04 25,34
3,08 28,16 3,41 29,67 3,13 29.77












































































































































































































































































































MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV


























































































































































































































































job terminated at 29-HkY-1991 14:01:25,49
Accounting information:
Buffered I/0 count: 93
Direct [/0 count: 154
Page faults: 783
Charged CPU time: 0 00:01:02.77
Peak working set size: 483
Peak page _lle size: 2527
Hounted volumes: 0














THE TARGET IS FE
TM,C,AND A ARE 55,847 148,000 3,000
I0 NQM: 2 NMC: 3
THE COVERING MATERIAL IS ALUM
TC,CC, AND AC ARE 27,000 184,000 5,400
THICKNESS OF COVERING MATERIAL 5.00
THE INELASTIC XSECTIONS FOR COVERING
MRS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MBS
610,00 17.DO 690,00 30,00 700,00 35,00 660,00
500,00 100,00 425,00 225,00 400,00 340,00 402,00
THE INELASTIC XSECTIONS OF THE TARGET













INITIAL THETA O,O FINAL THETA O,O
INITIAL PHI 0,0 FINAL PHI O,O
200,00 5,00 5,00 O.IOO 8
THE NUMBER OF REACTIONS EQUAL 8
THE NUMBER OF PROTON FLUX DATA POINTS IS 15
MRV P/SQCMtDAY MHV P/SQCMZDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCM*DAY MEV P/SQCMIDAY
l,O 211OlO,O 1,5 129570,0 2,0 120000.0 2,5 120000,0 3,0 113220,0
3,7 113180.0 4,5 113430,0 6,0 [08220,0 I0,0 86539,0 15,0 59873,0
30,0 43843.0 50,0 36390.0 I00,0 25811,0 200,0 10794,0 300,0 4017.6
THE NUMBER OF CROSS SECTION DATA POINTS IS 37








































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0,6492E+04
THE NUMBEROF GROSS
REACTION N
MEV MRS MEV MRS
5,80 21,70 13,43 342,00
20,22 69,00 22,05 46,10




































































































35.14 17,00 36.98 16,00 38,75 I4,80 40.79 13.80 42.67 13,30
44.53 12,31 79,00 7.09 89,20 5,99 98.90 4.91 108.00 4.43
116,50 4,06 125,10 3.74 133,40 3,51 141.30 3,24 148,90 3.10
154,90 3,13 160,90 2,98 166.20 2,45 I66.90 2,87 172,70 2,78
178,40 2,61 183,90 2.53 189.30 2,49 194.50 2.32 199.80 2,10












































































































































































































































































































MEV NBS MEV MRS MEV
16.79 4.67 18,28 31.00 20,22
25,77 64,30 27,04 80,70 27,68
31,22 35,70 33,23 26,10 35,14






























































































































































































































TOTAL OF kZ: 0,2281E+05
THE NUMHEROF CROSS
REACTION P k
MEV MBS MEV M_S











































































































1 73 27.04 4,83 27,68 9 20 29,19 22,00
55 70 33.23 92,70 35,14 123 O0 36.98 145,00
167 O0 42,67 163,00 44.53 157 O0 58,10 87,30
74 60 89.20 66.60 98,90 61 10 108,00 57.40
53 O0 133,40 51,80 141,30 49 O0 148,90 48.00
45 70 166,20 44.30 166,90 44 60 172,70 44,10
41,80 169,30 41,90 194,50 41 O0 199,80 40,40


































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATAPOINTSIS 7
REACTION P4_. PRODUCT FE52 Q-VALUE: 24,10
MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MHS MEV MB8 MEV MRS
33,23 0,40 35,14 0,&l 36.98 0,90 38,75 1,04 40,79 1,25

























































































































































































































































































































MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV































23,50 2? 68 27.10 29.19 28 90 29,66 32,00 31,22
32,20 35 14 29.20 36,98 25 70 38.75 22,10 40.79
16,40 44 53 14,60 49.00 11 90 52.90 11,00 58.10
21,50 79 O0 33,40 89,20 27 90 98,90 24,20 108.00
20,90 125 i0 20,10 133,40 19 20 141,30 18,30 148.90
17.30 160 90 16,80 166,20 16 40 166.90 16.40 172,70
15,50 183 90 15,30 189,30 15 O0 194,50 14,70 199,80




















































































































































































































































































































1.09 15,18 1,72 16.79
1,46 23,75 1,07 25.77
0,55 29.66 0,97 31.22
53,20 38.75 68,70 40.79
70,00 52,90 71.60 58.10
70,80 98.90 70.10 108.00
63.80 141.30 60,70 148.90
58.10 166.90 56.90 172,70
54.90 194,50 54.60 199,80
NUMBEHOF CHOH_ HECTIONDATAPOINTH IH
3P3_ PHODUCT CHSI
























































































































































































































































































































































15,20 108.00 15,30 116.50 15.20125,10
16,10 148,90 16,50 164,90 17,00160.90
16,30 172,70 16,30 178,40 18,20 183,90
18,80 199,80 17,00








































































































































































































































































































PHYLAIRD job terminatedat 29-MAY-199111:49:37.92
i
Accountinginformation:
BufferedI/0 count: 99 Peak workingset size: 421
DirectI/0 count: 194 Peak paKe f11e size: 2527
Page faults: 793 Mountedvolumes: 0




TM,C,ANDA ARE 55.847 148,000 3,000
NCM: i0 NQM: 2 NMC: 3
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TC,CC.AND AC ARE 27,000 184,000 5,400
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 5,00
THE INELASTICXSRCTIONSFOR COVERING
MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MBH MEV MHS MEV MRS
10,00610.0017,00690,0030,00700.0035,00660.0040,00650,00
so,oo 50h o 100,00425.00zz5.00 400oo 340.00402.00450,00422,00INELASTICXSECTiONHOF THE TAROET
MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MHS MEV MRS MEV MBS
20,001611,00 25,001617,00 30,001649,00 35,001703.00 40,001740,00
50,001748,0060.001775.00100.001662.00225.001600,00340,001626,00
TAROETTHICKNESS 5,271 OM/CMt_Z WIDTH 5,080CM LENOTH 5,080CM
INITIALTHETA 0,0 FINALTHETA 89,0 INCREMENTII,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINAL PHI O,O INCREMENT 1,0
ZO0,O0 5,00 5,00 0,100 8
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 8
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATA POINTSIS 15
MEV P/SQCM*DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCM*DAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY
1,0 211010,0 1,5 129570,0 2,0 120000,0 2.5 120000.0 3,0 113220,0
3,7 113180.0 4,5 113430.0 6,0 108220,0 10,0 86539.0 15,0 59873,0













































































































































































































































































TEE NUMBER OF CROSS
REACTION N
MEV MBS ME? MBS
5,80 21,70 13.43 342,00
20,22 69,00 22,05 46,10








































































































17,00 36,98 18,00 38,75 14,80 40,79 13,80 42,67 13,30
12.31 79,00 7,09 89,20 5,99 98,90 4.91108,00 4,43
4,06125.10 3.74133,40 3,51141,30 3,24148,90 3,10
3.13160,90 2,98{66,20 2,45186,90 2.87172,70 2,78


















































































































































































































































































































TH2 NUMBEROF CROHH SECTIONDATA POINTH13 20
REACTION 2N PRODUCT 0055 Q-VALUH: 15.50
MB8 MRV MSH MEV M89 M2V MBH MEV MBS
0.02 15,18 0_! i6,79 4,67 18,28 31,00 20,22 46,0055,50 23.75 6l:ou 25.7? 64,30 27,04 60,70 27,68 57,00
48.90 29.66 44,50 31.22 35,70 33,23 26.10 35,14 20,50
16,70 38,75 14,00 40,79 12.30 42.67 ii,00 44,53 10,30























































































































































































































































































































































1,73 27 04 4.83 27,68 9,20 29 19 22,00 29
55,70 33 23 92,70 35,14 123,00 36 98 145,00 38
167,00 42 67 163.00 44,53 157,00 58 i0 87,30 63
74,60 89 20 68,60 98.90 61.10108 O0 57,40 116
53.00 133 40 51.80 141,30 49,00148 90 48,00 154
45,70 168 20 44.30 168,90 44.60172 70 44,10 178
41,80 189 30 41,90 194.50 41,00199 80 40,40













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0,8464E+04
THE NUMBEROF CROSS
REACTION He3
MEV MBS MEV MBS



















































































































23,50 27.68 27 10 29. 9 28 90 29,66 32.00
32.20 35,14 29 20 36,98 25 70 38.75 22,10
16,40 44,53 14 60 49,00 ll 90 52.90 11,00
21,50 79,00 33 40 89,20 27 90 98,90 24.20
20,90 125,10 20 lO 133,40 19 20 141,30 18,30
17,30 160.90 16 80 166,20 16 40 166,90 16,40
15.50 183,90 15 3O 189.30 15 O0 194,50 14,70








































































































































































































































































































































































OF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINT8
3P3N PRODUCT CRSI
MB_ MEV MB3 MEV
1,72 16,79 2 24 18,28
1,0-725,77 0 65 27,04
0,97 31,22 3 50 33.23
68,70 40.79 84 i0 42,67
71.60 58,10 52 80 63,00
70,10 108.00 67 30 116,50
60,70 148,90 60 I0 154,90
56,90 172.70 56 70 178,40







































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0.1754B+05
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 27
REACTION 4P5N PRODUCT V4B Q-VALUE=
MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MBH MEV
38,75 0,24 40,79 0,73 42,87 1,58 44,53 2,82 49,00
52,90 5,20 58,10 5,60 63,00 4.90 79,00 6,83 89.20
98.90 15,20 108,00 15,30 116.50 15.20 125,10 15,70 133,40
141,30 16,10 148.90 16.50 154,90 17,00160,90 16,20 166,20
166,90 16,30 172,70 16,30 178,40 16.20183.90 16,30 189,30

















































































































































































































































































































































Direct I/0 count: 19
Page faults:= 80
ChargedCPU time: 0 00:00:4
I Pea) working,set.size: 460
4 veax page _lle slze: 2527
8 Mountedvolumes: 0
8.54 81apsedtime: 0 00:02:51,97
Fe-ll-13
$run ptra 4
ENTERTHEpNAME OF THE DATA FILE BEINO USED
PFED
THE TARGETIS FE
TM,C,ANDA ARE 55,84? 148,000 3,000
NCM: 10 NQM: Z NMC: 3
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TC,CC, AND AC ARE 27.000 184,000 5.400
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 0,00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSFOR COVERING
MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MB8 MEV MRS





THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MBS
20,001611,00 25,001617,00 30,001649,00 35,001703,00 40,001740,00
60.001748.00 60,001778,00100,001862,00225,001600,00340,001626,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 6.271OM/CM_2 WIDTH 5,080CM LENGTH 5,080CM
INITIALTHETA 0.0 FINAL THETA 0,0 INCREMENTii,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINAL PHI 0,0 INCREMENT 1,0
200,00 5,00 5,00 0,i00 8
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 8
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATA POINTS IS 15
MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMIDAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY
1,0 211010,0 1,5 129570,0 2,0 120000.0 2,5 120000,0 3,0 113220,0
3,7 113180,0 4.5 113430.0 8.0 108220,0 I0.0 86539,0 15,0 59873,0
30,0 43843,0 50.0 36390,0I00.0 25811.0200.0 10794,0300.0 4017,6
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 37









































MEV MRS MKV MRS MEV
15,18 5,05 16,79 3,92 18,28
23,75 1,87 25.77 1,50 27,04
29,66 0,88 31,22 0.83 33,23
42,67 0,41 44.50 0,36 79,00
108,00 0,25 118,50 0.23 125.10
148,90 0,21 154,90 0,19 160.90



































































































































































































MEV MBH MEV MB_
5,80 21,70 13,43 342.00
20,22 69,00 22,05 46,10













































































PRODUCT C056 Q-VALUE: 5.40
MEV MDS MEV MB_ MEV MHS
15,18 314,00 16,79202.00 18,23 127.00
23.75 36.20 25,77 29,40 27,04 27.00













35,14 17,00 36,98 16,00 38,75 14.80 40,79 13,80 4Z,67 13,30
44.53 I2,31 79,00 7,09 89.20 5,99 98,90 4,91 108,00 4.43
118,50 4,06 125,10 3,74 133,40 3,51 141,30 3.24 148,90 3,10
154,90 3,13 160,90 2,98 186.20 2,45 188.90 2,87 172,70 2,78
178,40 2,61 183,90 Z,53 189,30 2.49 194,50 2.32 199,80 2,10



























































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0.5775E+05
THE NUMBEROF CROH8
REACTION 2N
MEV MBS MEV MB8
o22.05 55.50 23.75 611ou
29,19 48.90 29,66 44,50































































P£ODUCT CO55 Q-VALUE: 15,50
MEV MHH M£V NBg MEV MBg
16,79 4,67 18,28 31,00 20.22 46.00
25,77 64,30 27,04 60.70 27.68 57,00
31,28 35,70 33,23 26,10 35.14 20.50





































































































































































































MEV MRS NEV M_H




















































































































1,73 2704 4,83 27,68 9,20 29,19 22,00 29
55.70 33 23 92,70 35,14 123.00 36.98 145,00 38
167,00 42 67 163,00 44,53 157,00 58,10 87.30 63
74,60 89 20 66,80 98,90 61,10 I08,00 57,40 116
53,00 133 40 51,80 141.30 49,00 148,90 48,00 154
45,70 186 20 44,30 166,90 44,60172,70 44.10 178





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0,7878E+04
THE NUMBEROF CROSS
REACTION He3
MEV MBS MEV MRS













































































































23,50 27,68 27,10 29,19 28,90 29 66 3 ,00 31
32,20 35,14 29,20 36,98 25,70 38 75 2 ,10 40
16.40 44,53 14.60 49.00 11,90 52 90 1 ,00 58
21,50 79,00 33,40 89,20 27.90 98 90 24,20 108
20,90 125,10 20,10 133,40 19.20 141 30 18,30 148
17,30 I60.90 t6,80 166.20 16,40 168 90 16,40 172
15.50 183.90 15,30 189,30 t5,00 194 50 14,70 199




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSSSECTIONDATA POINTSIS 27
REACTION 4P5N PRODUCT V48 Q-VALUE=
MRS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV
0,Z4 40,79 0,73 42.67 1,5844,53 2,62 49,00
5,20 58,10 5,60 63.00 4,90 79,00 6.63 89,20
15.20 108,00 15.30 116,50 15.20 125.10 15.70133.40
16,10 148,90 16.50 154.90 17,00 160,90 16.20 166.20
16.30 172,70 16.30 178,40 16,20 183,90 16,30189,30
16,80 199,80 17,00








































































































































































































































































































Direct 1/0 count: 184
Page faults: 705
Charged CPU time: 0 00:00:03.94
Peak workin_set size: 477
















OF THE DATA FILE BRINGUSED
THE TARGET IS PE
TM,C,ANDA ARE 55,847 148,000 3.000
NCM: I0 NQM: Z RMC: 3
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TC,CC,AND kC ARE 27,000 184,000 5.400
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL O,OO
THE INELASTICXSEGTIONSFOR COVERING
MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MRS
10,00 610.00 17,00890,00 30.00 700,00 35.00 660,00 40,00 650.00
80,00 500,00lO0,O0425,00225.00 400.00340.00402,00460.00422,00
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS NRV MBS MEV MBS
20,001811,00 25,001617,00 30.001649.00 35,001703,00 40,001740,00
50,001148,00 60,001776,00I00,001862,00225.001600,00340,001626,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 5,271 GM/CMtZ2 WIDTH 5.0808M LENGTH 5.080 CM
INITIALTHETA O.O FINAL THETA 89.0 INCREMENTIi,0
INITIALPHI 0.0 FINALPHI O.O INCREMENT l,O
200,00 5,00 5,00 0,I00 8
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 8
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATAPOINTSIS 15
MEV P/SQCM:DAY MEV P/HQCM:DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/BQCM:DAY
1.0 211010,0 ],5 129570,0 2,0 120000.0 2.5 120000.0 3,0 113220,0
3,7 113180,0 4,5 113430.0 6,0 108220,0 10,0 88539,0 15,0 59873,0
30,0 43843,0 50,0 36390,0lOO.O 25811,02OO.O 10194,0300,0 4017,6
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS IS 37
REACTION PRODUCT 0057 Q-VALUE: 1.80 MEV
MBS MRV MBS MEV
7,64 15.18 5,05 18.19
2,31 23,75 1,87 25.77
1,04 29,66 0,88 31,22
0,50 42,67 0,41 44,50
0,26 108,00 0,25 116,50
0,20 148.90 0,21 154.90



































































































































































































































































































































































PRODUCT 0056 Q-VALUE: 5,40
MEV MB8 MEV MBS MEV HBS
15.18 314.00 16.79 202,00 18,23 127,00
23.75 36,20 25,77 29.40 27,04 27,00













35,I4 l?,O0 36.98 16,00 38,75 14.80 40,79 13.80 42.6? 13,30
44,53 t2,31 79,00 ?,09 89.20 5,99 98,90 4,9t 108,00 4,43
116,50 4,06 125,10 3,74 133,40 3,51 141,30 3,24 148,90 3,10
154.90 3.13160.90 2.98 166.20 2.45 166.90 g.87 172.70 2.78
178.40 2.61 183.90 2.53 189.30 2.49 194.50 2.32 199.80 Z.IO











































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBER OF CROSS SECTION DATA POINTS IS 20
REACTION 2N PRODUCT 0055 Q-VALUE: 15,50 MEV
MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MB8
0.02 15,18 0,03 16,79 4,67 18.28 31.00 20,22 48,00
55,50 23,75 61,_0 25.77 64.30 27,04 60,70 27,68 57,00
48.90 29,68 44.50 31.22 35.70 33,2_ 26,10 35.14 20,50
16,70 38,75 14,0"0 40,79 12.30 42.67 ii,00 44.63 10,30






































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATAPOINTS
REACTION P k PRODUCT MN54
MBS MEV MI8 MEV MRS HEV















































1.73 27 04 4,83 27,68 9.20 29,I9 22,00 29.66
55.70 33 23 92,70 35,14 123.00 36.98 I45,00 38,75
167.00 42 67 163,00 44.53 157.00 58,10 87,30 63,00
74.60 89 20 66,60 98.90 61,10 108.00 57,40 116,50
53,00 133 40 51,80 141,30 49.00 148,90 48,00 154,90
45.70 186 20 44,30 166.90 44,60 172,70 44,10 178,40
41,80 189 30 41,90 194,50 41.00 199,80 40,40











































































































































































































































































































SECTION DATA POINTS IS 7
PRODUCT FE52 Q-VALUE: 24,10
MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS
36.98 0,90 38.75 1,04 40,79 1,25
THE TOTAL ACTIVATION IS 0,I133E+05 NUCLEI /DAY
PROTON PARTIAL FRACTIONAL
ENERGY ACTIVATION ACTIVATION
MEV NUCLEI PER DAY
I 200,00 0,7874E+03 ,069510110
2 195,00 0.7550E+03 ,060652112
3 190,00 0,7241E+03 ,083917689
4 185.00 0.8944E+03 ,061298832
5 180,00 0,8859E+03 ,058788035
6 175.00 0,6387E+03 ,056381237
7 170.00 0,6118R+03 ,054007709
8 165.00 0,5844R+03 ,051589828
9 180.00 0,5581E+03 ,049265664
I0 155.00 0,5328E+03 ,047034040
Ii 150,00 0.5085R+03 ,044888537
12 145,00 0.4851E+03 ,042821709
13 140,00 0.4625E+03 ,040828116
14 135,00 0.4401R+03 ,038851708
15 130,00 0.4181E+03 ,036727950
10 125,00 0.3924E+03 ,034837332
17 120,00 0.3888E+03 ,032552753
18 115,00 0.3430E+03 ,030275203
19 ii0,00 0.3153E+03 ,027834592
20 105,00 0.2837E+03 ,025042415
21 i00,00 0.2433E+03 ,021478912
22 95,00 0.1914E+03 ,016892973
23 90,00 0.1432E+03 ,012638520
24 85,00 0,9850E+02 ,008895627
25 80,00 0.5768E+02 ,005091515
28 75,00 0.2183E+02 ,001927469
27 70,00 0.3960E+01 ,000349551


















































































































THE NUMBER OF CROSS
REACTION He3
MEV MBS MEV MBS



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































24 18.28 2 53 20,22
65 27,04 0 29 27.68
50 33.23 15 i0 35,14
i0 42.67 94 50 44,53
80 63.00 43 00 79,00
30 116,50 65 50 125.10
I0 154.90 59 30 160,90











































































































































































































































































































MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV
38.75 0,24 40,79 0,73 42.67 1,58 44,53
5Z.90 5.20 58,10 5,60 63.00 4,90 79.00
98,90 15,20 108,00 15,30116,50 15,20 125,10
141,30 16,10 148,90 16,50 154,90 17,00 160,90
166,90 16.30 172,70 16.30178,40 16,20 183,90
194.50 16.80 199,80 17,00

























22 95 00 _



















































































































































































































































































ChargedOPU time: 0 00:00:31.86
Peak workingset size: 396




ENTER THE NAME OF TEE DATA FILE KEIRG USED
PFED
THE TAEGET iS FE
TM,C,AND A ARE 55.g47 148.000 3.000
NCM= lO N_M: 2 _MC: 3
THE COVERING MATERIAL [S ALUM
TC,CC, AN_ AC,ARE 27,000 184,000 5,400
THICKNESS Of COVERING MATERIAL 0,00
THE INELASTIC XSECTICNS FOR COVERING
MEV MBS MEV MBS _EV MRS H_V MBS
10500 610,00 17.00 690,00 30,00 700,00 35,00 660,00
BO,O0 500,00 100 _ ,4,_'_, 435,00 _5.00 400.00 340.00 402 00




MEV MBS K£V MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV HBS
20,001611,00 2C,0C;1617.00 30,001649,00 35,001703,00 40,001740.00
50,001748.00 _0 '+".v,}?76,00 I00,001662,00 225.001600,00 340 001626,00
TARGET THICEN_ ZO.Z7] GH/CMI_2 WIDTH 5,080CH LENGTH 5,080 CM
INITIAL THETA 0.0 FINAL THETA 89,0 INCREMENT ii,0
INITIAL PHI 0.0 FINAL PHI 0,0 INCREHENT 1.0
200,00 5,00 5.00 0.I00 8
THE NUM_E_ OF REACTIONS EQUAL 8
TIIENUMBE_ ¢? PROTON FLUX DATA POINTS IS 15
MEV P/SQCM)DAY KEY P/SQCMIDAY HEV P/SQCHtDAY MEV P/SQCMIDAY MEV
1.0 211010.0 1.5 12_570.0 2,0 i20000,0 2.5 120000,0 3,0
3.7 113180,0 (.5 113430,0 6,0 !08220,0 lO,O 86539,0 !5,0
30,0 43843,0 5_,0 36390,0 I00,0 25HIi,0 200.0 10794.0 300.0
THE NUMBER OF CROgS SECTION DATA POINTS IS 37






!5.1_ 5 05 !g 79
23,v5 1 87 25 77
2_,g5 0 88 3_ 22
42.67 0 41 _4 50
IOB,O0 0 25 116









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE NUHBER OF CROSS
REACTION N
MEV M8S MEV MBS
5._0 21,70 13,43 342,00
20,32 69,00 22,05 46,10
27,88 24,90 29,19 23.00
1i5,14 17.00 36,98 16,00
_.._3 12 3! 79 O0 7 O}

































































SECTION DATA POIRTS IS 40
PRODUCT C056 Q-VALUE:
HEV MBS MEV HBS _EV
!5,18 3i4,00 16 ?9 202,00 1_ 23
23.75 36,20 25 77 39.40 _? 04
29.66 21.90 31 22 20,41, _ 23
38,75 14.80 40 79 13.80 _ 67
}9.20 5,99 98 90 4,91 I_ O0






















































160,90 2,98 166,20 2,45 166,90















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF kZ: 0,1274E+06
THE NUMBER OF C_OS_
REACTION 2N
MEV MB_ MRV MRS
13,43 0,02 15,18 0.03
22,05 55.50 23,75 61.60
29,19 48,90 29,86 44.50








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE _F_EER OF CROSS
REAFTILN P k
M_ ,.:v_ HIs
1.73 27,04 4 83
55.7_ _3,_3 92 70
167.00 43,67 163 O0
74,6_ _9.20 _G 60















































































145,00 _ ": '_" '"







45.70 t66.20 44,30166,90 44,60 172,70 44.10!78.40
4t.80 189,30 41.90 194.50 41,00 199.80 40,40
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HBV MBS MEV MBS
33,23 0,40 35.14 0,61
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HEV H_B HEV HBS MEV
18,2_ _.11 20.22 0,20 22,05
2_,04 _3.5_ 27.6g Z_,{O 29,19
33,23 3_._0 35,14 29,20 36,98
42,6? L6.4C k4.52 14,60 49,00
63.00 _1.50 70,00 33,40 89,20
115,50 _,l_.iOi!5.1g 20,10 133,40
154,90 !?.30 I_0._0 18,80 166,20




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0,14066+06




























































































16 79 2,24 18 28
25 77 0,65 27 04
31 22 3,50 33 23
40 79 84,10 42 67
58 I0 52.80 63 O0
O0 67.30 116 50
90 60,10 154 90


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TEE RUHBEEOF CROSS SECT:OHDATA POINTSIS
EEACT!ON 4PSH PEODUOT V48
MEV ME8 MEV MBS KEV HBS MEV
38,75 0.24 40,79 0.73 42.67 1,58 4! !352,90 5.20 58,10 5,60 63.00 4,90 ._'.0u

















!6,10 148,90 16,50 154,90 17.00 160,90
16.30 172,70 16,30 178.40 16.20 t83.90
16,80 199,80 17,00















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILEBEING USED
PNID
THE TARGETIS NI
TM,C,ANDk ARE 58,710 148,000 3,300
NCM: 10 NQM: 2 NMC: 3
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TC,CC, AND AC ARE 27,000 184,000 5,200
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 2,57
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSFOR COVERING
HEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV NBS
i0.00 810.00 17.00 890.00 30,00 700,00 35,00 680,00 40,00 650.00
60.00 500.00i00.00425.00225.00400.00340.00402,00460,00422,00
THE INELASTICXSEGTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MBS MEV MBS MBV MB8 MEV MB8 NEV MBS
i0.00 813.00 17.00 922.00 30,00 932,00 35,00 922,00 40,00 911.00
60,00 828,00i00,00777,00225,00708.00340.00703.00480.00730.00
TARGETTHICKNESS 2.826 GM/CM"2 WIDTH 5,080CM LENGTH 5,080 CM
TIAL THETA 1,0 FINAL THETA 0.0 INCREMENT11,0o co io
200,00 5,00 5.00 0.I00 9
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 9
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUXDATA POINTSIS 15
MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MBV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMIDAY MRV P/SQCMtDAY
1,0 211010.0 1,5 129570.0 2,0 IZ0000,0 2.5 120000,0 3,0 ]13220.0
3.7 113180,0 4,5 113430,0 6,0 108220,0 I0,0 86539.0 15,0 59873.0
30.0 43843.0 50,0 36390.0I00,0 25811.0200.0 10794,0300.0 4017.8
THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS IS 25
REACTION 4PN PRODUCT MN54 Q-VALUE= 33.00 MEV
MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS
41,00 0,60 44,00 1.90 48,00 4,70 50.00 8.10 52,00 15.00
56,00 21,00 77.40 23.90 87,70 21,60 97,50 20,20 106,70 20,00
115,30 19,20 124.00 19.20 132.20 19,00 140.20 18.70 147,90 18.10
153,90 19,10 159,90 18.50165,30 17,70 165,90 18.20 177,40 17,90
177.70 18,00 182,90 17.90 188.40 17,80 193,60 17.50 198.90 17,70



































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS
REACTION 2PN PRODUCT CO58
MBH MEV MRS MEV MRS MRV
0 01 11.90 1.52 13,98 1.78 15,85
2 50 21,84 3,80 23,66 4.16 25,78
18 O0 29,66 21,90 30,88 32.40 32.99
68 80 38,76 75,80 40,83 72,60 42,81
68 30 48,00 66.90 50,50 85.40 56 00
49 80 62,50 49,80 63,50 51.20 66 50
51 20 71,00 46,95 73,00 42,70 76 O0
44 I0 78.50 41,30 87,70 31.50 97 50
26 20 124,00 25,30 132,20 24,60 140 20
23 i0 159,90 23,10 165,30 19.70 165 90
22 50 182,90 21,80 188,40 21,30 193 60












































































































































































































































































NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS
2P PRODUCT
MBS MEV MRS
0,70 25 78 0,88
0,92 32 99 1,00
2.02 44 72 1,95
1,64 115 30 1,57
1.54 153 90 1,69






























































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS IS 25
REACTION 4P3N PRODUCT MN52 Q-VALUE: 38,77 MEV
MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS MHV MRS MEV MRS
0.18 40,83 0,41 42,81 0.99 44.72 2,40 50.00 4.20
8.40 77,40 13,90 87.70 13,60 97.50 15.10 106.70 16.00
15,90 124,00 16.10 132,20 16.10 140.20 16.20 147.90 15,90
18,40 159.90 16,20 165.30 15,90 165,90 16.00 177.40 15.70
18,00 182.90 15.60 188.40 15.70 193,60 15,70 198.90 15,80







































































































































































































































































OF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINT8IS 45
P2N PRODUCT N156 Q-VALUE: 14,00
NBS MEV MB8 MEV MBS MEV MBS
0,01 19,88 0.26 21,84 0,53 23,68 0.74
1,59 28.73 2.08 29,66 3,04 30,88 3,98
7.70 36.93 9.24 38,76 10.40 40,83 II,I0
10,30 47,00 12.00 50,00 10.60 54,00 9,70
9.70 63.50 9,20 69,00 8.50 73,00 8.30
5.32 97,50 4.90 106,70 4,58 115.30 4,24







































3,55 165,30 3,49 165,90 3,50 177,40 3.31 177,70 3.36
3.24 188,40 3.25 193,60 3,16 198,90 3,12 400,00 3,50










































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 46
REACTION P.PN PRODUCT N157 Q-VALUE:
MRv MRS MEV MRS MEV MRS HEV M8
9,97 0.01 11.90 0 02 13.98 0,62 15,85 15 I0 17,78 61
19,88118,00 21,84 140 O0 23,86 159.00 25.78 171 O0 27,77 174
28,73 167.00 29,86 155
36,93 94.60 38.76 87
47,00 82,50 54.00 79
71,00 73.50 75,50 69
106,70 42,80 115,30 40
147,90 35.00 153.90 34
177.40 31,10 177,70 32
198,90 29.30
O0 30,88 142.00 32,99 118
40 40,83 84 40 42.81 81
50 57.00 82 50 62.50 75
O0 77.40 56 40 87.70 50
50 124,00 38 70 132,20 37
50 159,90 33 30 165,30 32






































































































































































































































































































7,97 0 27 8,44
10,80 I0 70 Ii,00
15,85 28 O0 17,78
25,78 4 18 27,77
32,99 2 52 35,00
42,81 13 50 44,72
106,70 24 60 115,30
147,90 20 80 153,90

















































































































































































































































































































PRODUCT CO56 Q-VALUE= 1,84
MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS
17.78 0,02 19,88 0.76 21,84 4.81
27,77 34,00 28,73 47,80 29,66 67,70
35.00 172,00 38,93 194,00 38,76 198.00
44,72 177,00 48,00188,00 54.00 138,00
67.00 116,00 71,00 118,00 77.40 84,10
106,70 60,90 115,30 57,10 124,00 54,80
147,90 48,50 153,90 47,80 159.90 45,90
177,40 42,50 177,70 43,50 182,90 41,80
198.90 40,20










































































































































































































































































































NUMBEROF CROSS 8RgTIONDATA POINTS
HE-4 PRODUCT
MBS MEV MBS
0.39 7 97 0.94
4,83 I0 80 6,89
61.40 15 85 228.00
348,00 25 78 320,00 27
206.00 32 99 161.00 35
I01,00 42 81 103.00 44
67,00 106 70 85.00 115
52,80 147 90 50,50 153
46.00 177 40 45.20 177






















































































































































































































































Direct I/O count: 180
Page faults: 767
ChargedCPU time: 0 00:00:03.25
Peak workingset size: 447
























ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE BEING USED
PNID
THE TARGETIS NI
TM,C,ANDA ARE 58,710 148,000
HCM: I0 NQM: 2 NMC: 3
THE COVERINGMATERIALIH ALUM
TC,CC,AND AC ARE 27.000 184.000
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 2.57
THE INELASTICXSECTION_FOR COVERINO
MRv,ss MEV MEVMBS MEV
10.006100017.00690,003 .007  :0032:8860oo500.00100oo42s,00225oo oo340
THE INELASTICXgECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MHS MRV
I0,00813.00 17,00 922,00 30.00 932.00 35,00
60,00 828.00I00,00777,00225.00708,00340.00
TARGETTHICKNES_ 2,826 GM/CM*t2 WIDTH
INITIALTHETA 0,0 FINALTHETA






















200,00 5,00 5.00 0,I00 9
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 9
THE NUMBEROF PROTON FLUX_ATA POINTS IS 15
MBV P/SQCM_DAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV
1,0 211010,0 1,5 129610.0 2.0 120000.0 2,5
3,7 113180,0 4.5 113430,0 6,0 108220.0 I0.0
30.0 43843,0 50.0 36390.0100.0 25811,0200.0
THE NUMBER OF CROHS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS
REACTION 4PN PRODUCT MN54 Q-VALUE: 33.00 MEV
MBS MEV MBH MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MRS
0,60 44,00 1.90 48,00 4,70 50.00 8.I0 52.00 15.00
21,00 77,40 23.90 87,70 21,60 97,50 20,20 106.70 20.00
19,20 124,00 19,20 132,20 19,00140.20 18,70 147.90 18.10
19,10 159.90 18,50 165.30 17,70165.90 18.20 177.40 17,90
18,00 182.90 17.90 188,40 17,80193.60 17,50 198,90 17.70























































































































































































































































































































































SECTIONDATA POINTS IS 55
2PN PRODUCT CO58 Q-VALUE:
B MEV MBS MEV MBS
"IS52, 13,98 1,78 15,85 1,81 I_278
M_v
3,80 23,66 4,16 25.78 5,14 27,77
21,90 30,88 32,40 32,99 50,00 35,00
75,80 40,83 72,80 42,81 63,90 44,72
66,90 50,50 65,40 56,00 54,10 57,00
49,80 63,50 51,20 66,50 44,10 67,00
46,95 73,00 42,70 76,00 44,10 77,40
41,30 87,70 31,50 97,50 29,10 106,70
25,30 132,20 24,60 140.20 23.80 147,90
23,10 165,30 19,70165,90 22,70 177,40










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBER OF CROSS SECTION DATA POINTS
REACTION 4P3N PRODUCT MN52
MBS MEV "B_ ,EV MBS ,EV
0,18 40,83 0.41 42,81 0.99 44,72
8,40 77,40 13,90 87,70 13,60 97.50
15,90 124,00 16,10 132,20 16.10 140,20
16,40 159,90 16,20 165,30 15.90 185,90
16,00 182,90 15,60 188,40 15.70 193,60











































































































































































































































































MBS MEV MRS MEV
0.01 19 88 0,28 21.84
1,59 28 73 2.08 29,66
7.70 36 93 9,24 38,76
10.30 47 O0 12.00 50.0063 69.005,32 ,.9o
 .96,,o203.90
























































































































































































































TOTAL OF AZ: 0,1281E+05
THE NUMBEROF CROSS
REACTIONMEV MBS MEV
97 0,01 11,90 O 02
88 116,00 21,84 140 00
73 167.00 29,86 155 O0
93 94,60 38,76 87 40
0O 82,50 54,00 79 50
O0 73,50 75,50 69 00
70 42,80 115,30 40 50
90 35,00 153,90 34 50
40 31.10 177,70 32 I0
90 29,30













































































MEV MBS MEV MBS
15,85 15,10 17,78 61,80
25,78 171,00 27,77 i74,00
32,99 118,00 35,00 103.00
42,81 81,40 44,72 79,70
62,50 75,00 66,50 72.00
87,70 50,90 97,50 46.00
132,20 37,60 140,20 36.30
165.30 32,30 165,90 32.70


















































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS
REACTION P,A PRODUCT G055
MRS MEV MRS MEV MRS HEV
O,OI 7.44 0.07 7,97 0,27 8.44






























































































































13 98 22,60 15
23 86 7,54 25
3O 88 2,70 32
40 83 9,24 42
97 50 27,00 i06




















































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 43
































































































































































































































































TOTAL OF kZ: 0,1880E+06


















































































32 99 161 00
42 81 103 00




















































































































































































































































































ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE BEING USED
pnid
THE TARGET IS NI
TM,C,ANDA ARE 58,710 148,000 3,300
NCM: I0 NQM= 2 NMC: 2
THE COVERINGMATERIALIS ALUM
TO,CO.AND AG ARE 27,000 184,000 5,200
THICKNESSOF COVERINGMATERIAL 2,57
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSFOR COVERING
MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MRS NEV MRS
I0.00610,00 17,00 890,00 30,00100,00 35,00680,00
60,00 500,00i00,00425,00225,00400,00340,00402,00
NO COVERINGMATERIAL
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS
10,00 813,00 17.00 922,00 30.00 932,00 35,00 922,00
60,00 828,00I00,00777,00225,00708,00340.00703.00
TARGETTHICKNESS 2,828 GM/CMZ_2 WIDTH 5,0800M
INITIALTHETA 0,0 FINAL THETA 0,0
INITIALPHI 0.0 FINALPHI 0.0
200,00 5,00 5,00 0,i00 9
THE NUMBEROF REACTIONSEQUAL 9
THE NUMBEROF PROTONFLUX DATAPOINTSIS 15
MEV P/SQCM*DAY MEV P/SQOMtDAY MEV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCNSDAY MEV
1,0 211010.0 1,5 129570.0 2.0 120000,0 2,5 120000,0 3.0
3,7 113180,0 4.5 113430,0 8.0 108220,0 10,0 86539,0 15,0
30,0 43843.0 50.0 36390,0 I00,0 25811,0200,0 10794,0300,0
THE NUMBER OF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 25
REACTION 4PN PRODUCT MN54 Q-VALUE=
MEV MBS MEV MRS NEV MBS MEV MBS MEV
41,00 0,60 44.00 1,90 48,00 4.70 50,00 8,10 52,00
58.00 21,00 77.40 23.90 87.70 21,80 97,50 20,20 106.70
115,30 19,20 124,00 19.20 132.20 19,00140,20 18.70147.90


































































































































































































































































































MBS MEV MBS NEV
1,52 13,98 1.78 15,85
3,80 23,66 4,16 25.78
21,90 30,88 32.40 32.99
75,80 40,83 72,60 42,81
66.90 50.50 65.40 56,00
49,80 63,50 51,20 66,50
46,95 73,00 42,70 76.00
41,30 87,70 31.50 97,50
25,30 132.10 24.60 140,20











































































































































































































































MBS MEV MRS MEV
0.70 25.78 0,86 27.77
0,92 32,99 1,00 35,00
2,02 44.72 1,95 77.40
1.64 115,30 1,57 124,00
1.54153.90 1.69 159.90








































































PROTON PARTIAL FRACTIONAL PROTON
ENERGY ACTIVATION ACTIVATION FLUX









































































































































































































































TEE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTSI_ 25
REACTION 4P3N PRODUCT MN52 Q-VALUE: 38,77
MBS MEV NB8 MEV MRH MEV MBS MEV MHH
0.18 40,83 0.41 42,81 0,99 44,72 2,40 50.00 4,2D
8,40 77,40 13,90 87,70 13,60 97,50 15.10 106,70 16,00
15,90124,00 16,10 132,20 16.10140.20 16.20 147,90 15,90
16,40159,90 16,20 165,30 15,90165,90 16,00 177,40 15,70
16.00 182,90 15,60188.40 15,70 193,60 15,70 198.90 15,80













































































































































































































































THE NUMBER OF CROHH HECTIONDATA POINTS
REACTION P2N PRODUCT N156
MRS MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV
0,01 17,78 00l 19,89 0,26 21.84
0,97 27,77 1 59 28,73 2,08 29,66
5,91 35,00 7 70 36,93 9,24 38.76
11,00 44,72 lO 30 47.00 12,00 50.00
9,70 61,00 8 70 83,50 9,20 69.00












4,14 132,20 3 98 140,20 3,90 147.90
3,55 165,80 3 49 165,90 3,50 177,40
3,24 188,40 3 25 193,80 3,18 198,90


























































































































































































































































73 167,00 29 66
93 94,60 38 76
O0 82,50 54 O0
O0 73,50 75 50
70 42,80 115 30
90 35,00 153 90





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































30 25,78 15 80
60 32,99 142 O0
O0 42,81 197 O0
O0 62.50 124 O0
O0 97,50 65 90









































































































19 88 0,76 21 84
28 73 47,80 29 66
36 93 194,00 38 76
48 O0 188,00 54 O0
71 O0 i18,00 77 40
115 30 57,10 124 O0












































45,20 165,90 44,40 177,40 42,50177,70 43,50 182,90 41,80






























































































































































































































































































































8 44 1,72 9
ii 00 7,50 ii
17 78 347,00 19
27 77 277,00 28
35 00 129,00 36


















































































































































































































































































































Buffered I/O count: 99
Direct1/0 count: lBO
Page faults: 19Z
ChargedCPU time: 0 00:00:03,65
Peak workingset si_e: 484















MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV NBS MEV MRS
10,00 610,00 17.00 690,00 30,00 700,00 35,00 680,00
60,00 500,00 I00.00425.00225,00400,00340,00 402.00
NO COVERINGMATERIAL
THE INELASTICXSECTIONSOF THE TARGET
MEV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV MRS
10.00 813.00 17,00 922,00 30,00 932,00 35.00 922,00
60,00 828.00 i00.00777,00225.00708,00340,00703,00
TARGETTHICKNESS 2,826GM/CMZ_2 WIDTH 5.080CM
INITIALTHETA 0.0 FINAL THETA 89,0
INITIALPHI 0,0 FINAL PHI 0,0
200,00 5,00 5.00 0,i00 9
















THE NUMBER OF PROTONFLUXDATA POINTS IS 15
MEV P/SQCMtDAY MRV P/SQCMtDAY MEV P/SQCMZDAY MBV P/SQCM_DAY MBV P/SQCMtDAY
1,0 211010,0 1,5 129570,0 2,0 120000,0 2,5 120000,0 3,0 113220,0
3,7 I13180,0 4,5 113430,0 6,0 108220,0 i0,0 86539.0 15,0 59873,0
30,0 43843,0 50,0 38390,0100,0 25811,0200.0 10794,0300,0 4017,6
THE NUMBEROF CROS_ SECTIONDATA POINTSIS 25
REACTION 4PN PRODUCT MN54 Q-VALUE= 33,00 MEV
MBS MRV MBS MEV MRS MEV MBS MEV NBS
0.60 44.00 1.90 48,00 4,70 50,00 8,10 52,00 18.00
21,00 77,40 23,90 87,70 21,60 97,50 20,20 106,70 20,00
19,20 124.00 19,20 132,20 19.00 140,20 18,70 147,90 18.10
19,10 159,90 18,50 165,30 17,70 165,90 18,20 177,40 17,90
18,00 182,90 17,90 188.40 17,80 193,60 17,50 198,90 17,70










































































































































































































































































































50 50 85,40 56
63 50 51,20 66
73 00 42.70 76
87 70 31,50 97
132 20 24.60 140
165 30 19,70165






































































































































































































































































NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS
2P PRODUCT 0060
MRS MEV MBS MEV
0,70 25.78 0,86 27,77
0,92 32,99 1,00 35,00
2,02 44.72 1,95 77,40
1,64 115,30 1,57 124.00
1.54 153.90 1,69169,90




























































































































































































































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS
REACTION 4P3N PRODUCT MNS2
MBS MEV MBS MEV MBS MEV
0,18 40.83 0,41 42,81 0,99 44,72
8.40 77,40 13.90 87,70 13,60 97,50
15,90 124,00 16,10 132,20 18,10140,20
16,40 159.90 16,20 165,30 15,90165,90













































































































































































































































































































































i0 30 47,00 12,00
8 70 63.50 9,20






MEV MBS MEV MRS
21,84 0,53 23,66 0,74
29,66 3,04 30.88 3,98
38,76 10.40 40.83 Ii.I0
50,00 10,60 54,00 9.70
69.00 8,50 73.00 8.30
106,70 4,58 115.30 4.24
3,90 147,90 3,89 153,90 3,75
3,50 177.40 3,31 177,70 3,36






























































































































































































THE NUMBEROF CROSS SECTIONDATA POINTS IS
R ACTION PRODUCT,Es ,Ev , ,Ev ,Bs
9 97 0,01 11,90 0.02 13,98 0 62
19 88 i16,00 21,84 140,00 23,66 159 O0
28 73 187.00 29 68 155.00 30,88 142 O0
36 93 94,60 38 78 87.40 40,83 84 40
47 O0 82,50 54 O0 79,50 57.00 82 50
71 O0 73.50 75 50 89,_0 77,40 56 40













90 35,00 153 90 34,50 159,90 33 30 185.30 32,30 185
40 31,10 177 70 32.10 182.90 30 40 188.40 30.00 193
90 29.30





















































































































































































































































THE NUMBER OF CROSS
REACTION
MRS MEV MB_ 'A
0.01 7 44 0,07
4,50 i0 08 6,33
14,30 13 98 22,60
12,20 23 66 7,54
2,60 30 88 2.70
5,74 40 83 9,24













22,40 140 20 20,70 147,90 20.80
20.40 165 90 21.20 177,40 18,80
19,60 193 60 17,60 198,90 19,00
THE TOTAL ACTIVATION IS 0.i158R+06 NUCLEI
PROTON PARTIAL
ENERGY ACTIVATION






















































































































































































































Ii 70 0.01 15.95
23 66 9.30 25 78
30 88 91,60 32 99
40 83 211,00 42 81






0,01 17,78 0 02
15,80 27.77 34 O0
142,00 35.00 172 OO
197,00 44,72 177 O0































70 74,00 97 50 65,90











90 115.30 57 I0






















































45,20 165.90 44.40 177,40 42,50 177,70
























































































































































































































































































































































































67,00 106.70 65,00 115,30 58,00 124
52,80 147,90 50,50 153.90 49,40 159
46,00 177.40 45.20177,70 45,20 182
42,60 198,90 42,60
ACTIVATION18 0,53998+06NUCLEI /DAY
PARTIAL
ACTIVATION
NUCLEIPER DAY
7.
0,83868+04
0,85508+04
0,87548+04
0,89448+04
0,71518+04
0,73768+04
0 7645E+04
0 79538+04
0 82788+04
0 86308+04
0 90228+04
0 94718+04
0 9980E+04
0 I0538+05
0 11081+05
0 I1888+05
0 12438+05
0 13378+05
0 14458+05
0 16248+05
0,17718+05
0,18278+05
0,18708+05
0,19038+05
0,19588+05
0,2081E+05
0.20998+05
0,21828+05
0,22828+05
0,24668+05
0.2713g+05
0.2664X+05
0,24808+05
0.23038+05
0,19828+05
0.14418+05
0.7133E+04
0.6592E+03
0,25978+02
0,0000E+00
ACTIVATION
_UCLEI/DAY
0,52718+05
0,42988+05
0,39758+05
0.30048+05
0.30088+05
0,27398+05
0,24558+05
0.29 MEV
MRS
3,32
90 15,90
88 398,00
73 261,00
93 114,00
40 87,00
O0 59.00
90 47.70
90 44,80
FRACTIONAL
ACTIVATION
011790456
012130302
012508225
012859973
013244134
013881021
014158711
014728785
,015327828
,015983960
,018709892
,017540598
,018483192
,019500688
,020525360
,021638026
,023019133
.024771378
.028764497
.030089787
,032791317
,033828512
,034640640
,035249233
.038265846
,038537089
.038865905
040412422
042268768
045879677
050247833
049345490
045925703
042657215
036701955
026687322
.013210136
.001220904
.000048096
,000000000
PROTON
FLUX
PROTONS/DAY_CM_Z2
10794,0
11143,3
11513,3
11906,1
12323,5
12788,0
13242,1
13748,7
14391,3
14873,5
15499,8
16175.0
16904,9
17696,1
18556,3
19494 7
20521 7
21650 2
22895 1
24274 7
25811 0
26475 5
27194 4
27975 Y
28829 0
29765 9
30801 Z
31953.4
33246,3
34711.2
36390,0
37815,7
39475,7
41445,9
43843,0
47588,0
52809,5
59873,0
86539,0
111493,4
Ni-IV-II
TOTAL OF
0 8000_+00
0 9000E+O0
0 IO00X+OI
0 1100E+01
0 1200B+O!
0 1300E+01
0,1400_+01
0 1500E+OI
0 1600K+01
0 1700E+01
0 1800E+01
0 1900E+OI
0 2000E+01
0 210OK+Of
0 2200E+01
O,_300K+OI
0,2400X+01
0,2500_+01
0,2600E+01
O,2700E+DI
0,2800B+01
O.X9OOR+01
kZ: O,5399E+OB
0.207XK+05
0.2088E+05
0,1766_+05
0,1980E+05
0.1492_+05
0,1884K+05
0.1492E+05
0.1213X+05
0.1427K+05
0.1116E+05
0,1373E+05
0.[090E+05
0,I046R+05
O.12TOK+05
0,1109E+05
O,IO24E+O_
O I088E+05
0 I006R+05
O 1220E+05
D 1019B+05
0 8187E+04
0 8910_+04
Ni-IV-12
